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(Mr. Jaakson, Estonia)

Estonia intends to ratify the chemical weapons Convention as soon as that

Treaty is ready for signing. However, with 475 separate military compounds on

Estonian territory, but not under Estonian control, we cannot guarantee that

some do not still contain chemical weapons.

The primary emphasis of this Committee has been on the control of weapons

of mass destruction.While these weapons have rarely been used, the world

still faces an unacceptable level of deliberate killing and destruction. On

the one hand, we may give credit to this Committee for the fact that this toll

is not greater. On the other hand, we find that not enough attention has been

directed to eliminating extensive stockpiles of conventional weapons.

Consequently, the United Nations is being called upon to provide more

peace-keeping operations than it can currently manage.

In some conflicts, such as those in Somalia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Mozambique and sorne areas of the former Soviet Union, the driving forces

behind the violence have been heavily armed bands of volunteers and

mercenaries led by warlords with access to stockpiles of conventional

weapons. Because these forces answer to no recognized authority, resolutions

adopted by international bodies have a minimal effect on their behaviour. In

most cases, weapons and food are supplied to these paramilitary forces by

parties who hope to profit from the destruction they cause. Aggression

continues in Bosnia and Herzegovina despite the eviction of Serbia and

Montenegro from the seat formerly occupied by Yugoslavia. That action failed

to slow down a war notable for numerous reports of atrocities against the

civilian population.

Mechanisms must be found through which weapcns and supplies can be denied

to aggressors in such conflicts. It should be recognized that stockpiles of
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The experience of recent months has shown that cooperation between the

Charter. With· this declaration, the participating States reaffirmed their

A recent regional development that is of great importance to our

A/C.1I471PV.17
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provoke and prolong military conflicts. At the same time, the victims of such

(Mr. Jaakson, Estonia)

arms and ammunition do not last indefinitely. The United Nations should, by

belief in the importance of the United Nations at this critical tim, for

branding the arms suppliers as co-aggressors, take more resolute measures

against those States and their citizens or State military contractors that

regional organization as described in Chapter VIII cf the United Nations

on confidence- and securi~y-buildingmeasures.

Summit in 1992 the participating States of ~he CSCE agreed that the CSCE is a

Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, and by the Vienna Document 1992

Cooperation in Furope (CSCE) Forum for Security Cooperation. At the Helsinki

aggression must be allowed the means for self-defence.

collective security is the newly established Conference on Security and

On a more positive note. European secu~ity has been enhanced by the

Europe and Asia, when the CSCE is no longer a purely European organi~ation,

but cm intercontinental organization, with Caucasian as well as Central Asian

nations participating. The participation of non-member countries from Africa

and Asia over a long period reaffirms that the CSCE's scope extends beyond the

borders of its member States. We welcome the increased interest of non-member

broad mandate on security-related matters should help to reduce the risk of

States in the crises now affecting Europe, and we recognize that the CSCE's

armed conflict and allow for consultations prior to conflict.

CSCE and the United Nations is growing steadily. The United Nations has asked

the CSCE to provide aS9istance in taking control of heavy we,apons in Bosnia

(:
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Assembly that stresses the need for eDhanced cooperationand.co«:l:l:'dination

During this century Estonia has been attacked twice f,rom· the West and

A/C. 1/47/PV.17
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(Mr. Jaakson. Estonia)

regional solutions to be found. However, a constant interchange of

Of such troops. While we recognize that some of these troops have in fact

between the CSCE and the United Nations.

We are proud to sponsor a draft resolution introduced in the Ge~eral

We are equally pleased that at the last Helsinki Summit Con;f6rence the

been removed, we still do not have a firm schedule for their complete

CSCE recognized the threat to international peace and security posed by the

delay agreements, including timetables, for the early andccmplete with~rawal

international law will be met with universal condsmnation.

has relieved the United Nations of additional burdens, while allowing for

assuming a more &econdary role. This division of d~ties and 'responsibilities

signal to all parties that actions in violation ofaceepted norms of

information and mutual reinforcement is required.in or.ler~o send a strong
.' '~,~" r:-,,' :~~

th~ tragic conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan, with,the United Nations

presence of foreign troops in .the BalticStates,and.was·able·to achieve

consensus on a declaration urging the States involved.to con.:lude·without

and Eerzegovi~a. At the same time, the CSCE is attempting.to flnd solutions to

Republic renounced all rights in perpetuity ()ver the Esto~ian people and

three times from the East. The War of IndependencG()f l.91S-l920wasendedby

withdrawal.

the Peace Treaty of Tartu, wherein the Bussian Soviet Federated Socialist

territory•. In 1924 the USSa sponsoreci anapnedcoup attempt-that.failed. In

~
tr
lE

'.'...'.':
....1.
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(Mr. Jaakson, Estonia)

1939 Estonia fell victim to the Nazi-Soviet pact's cynical division of Eastern

Europe into "spheres of interest" - the first step towards annexation and

occupation by the Soviet Union.

Estonia has taken note of a report in the Financial Times that quoted

General Grachev as defininq all former Soviet possessions as lyinq within the

Russian "sphere of interest", with a correspondinq"riqht" to intervene

militarily.
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Estonia places great hope in the forward-looking proposals of the

Such developments have prompted us to join o~r Baltic neighbours in

(Mr g Jaakson. Estonia)
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More outright ctatements asserting that the Baltic States are "theirs"

troops from our. soil.

reported that ·the troop withdrawals from theaaltic States had been "ha1ted

excuse would be to accept an indeqnite delay in the withdrawa.l of foreign

resolution is painfUlly apparent. Early this week, ~e1fspa:per<headHnes

that urgently needs to be resolved. The need for ~uch a General Assembly

until housing could be found for the withdrawing troop-s.To accept such an

resolution we hope to reinforce tIle a9reementrea~hedattheHel~j.nkimeeting

and alert all States to the the existence ofapctentialsource of conf1:ict.

preventive diplomacy is far prefe!:'abletoall the. other f()rJnsofe1'1qagemerat

outlined in the ~'Agenda forPeace".p;stoniahoPalS .thatpeaceful~egotiations

disturbing today.

Secretary-General .contained inh.is"Agendafor Peace".

the secuX'ity of Europe nor to that of the world. at large. ftese were baleful

ambitions and the assertion of "spheres of influence" contribute neither to

can be found in the Russian newspaperKomso~olskQyaPravda. Revanchist

developments at the time of the Molotov~RibbentropPact and they are equally
.',c·"",

leading to the complete restoration of our =>overeiqnty will be supported by

all Member States. From our point of

effective stabilizing r()le, to act asacounterweightaqainstthose political
',-- - " ',' - - -,.-:,

sponsoring a draft resolution in the General Assembly ca~ling for th~

withdrawal of foreign troops from the Baltic States. 'Ehrouqh this Clraft

circles determined to restore the 1989-1991 statusquo.in this region.

,~

in
r

_______________~ ~ ~___'___ -------.:-~ __L~ I
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The Committee will consider many issues and draft resolutions in the

associate myself fully with his remarks.

Th. Ambassador of the United Kingdom spoke earlier in this general debate

Mr. HAYES (Ireland): I should like to begin, Mr. Chairman, by

congratulating you on your election to the chairmansbip of the First

In conclusion, we should like to reiterate Estonia's support for those

that under your able direction this session of the First Committee will be

A1C.1/471PV.17
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Committee, and assaring you of the fullest cooperation and support of my

deleqation in your important task. Knowing you as I do, Sir, I have no doubt

As a consequence of repeated attacks on our sovereignty and Qur

(Mr. Jaakson. Estonia)

on behalf of the European Community and its mamber States. I, of course,

concern.

weeks to come. I should like to focus today on three areas which~ in my

Government's view, demand special and urgent attention. Let me sharpen the

Estonia's turbulent history in this century, the Estonian p'80ple look fo~

international assurances that their security is a matter of international

2roductive and worthwhile. I should also like to extend our congratulations

and best wishes to the other members of the Bureau.

Estonia's interest in participating in regional security forums. Give~

constructive proposals which help the maintenance of world peace and suppo~t

"An Agenda for Peace", sicpl.ificant progress can be made.

can put into effect the concepts elucidated in the Secretary-General's report

recognition that no small State is militarily a match for a super~Powerr the

United Nations has not lived up to its full potential in this area, but if it

univeraal security guarantees. The founders of the United Nations believed

that the Organization should fulfil this very function. Unfortunately, the

security of Estonia and of all small States lies primarily in multilateral or

Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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focus by posinq t.hree questions. First, how can we ';:rans18,'t,:s the valuable

progress that has been mada in nuclear-arms cantrol In recent years into

irreversibl~ steps in the process o~ uuclear disarmamen~? Secondly, how can

we harness the new spirit of cooperation that exists today in t1'.I.efield of

international security relations to settle regional conflicts? Thirdly~ how

should we address the problem of excessive accUln\!lations of conv9~ti~nt11

weapons which threaten regional ctability in many parts of the world?

In my statement to the Committee last year I welcomed the reductions that

had bean made in the levels of nuclear weapons and those wbichware in
-.

prospects. This year I should like to reiterate that welcome -and~%tend it tu

include the further reductions announcocl by four of the fivonuclea~ Powerain

the course of the yea~.

I particularly salute the agreement reached between President Bush and

President Yeltsi~ last June. T.h~t agreement holds out tbeprospect'of

dramatic reductions in their nuclear weapons, far beyond those antiGipated

under tha Strategic Arms Reduction Treat.y (START).

My Government recognizes the courage and foresight required to reach such

agreements. Wo knew t..'lat forces and weapons once built up can be very

difficult to reduce. We- are aware 6 too, of the great cost, in terms of bot~

finance and effort, required t~ implement such reductions" even if this is a

relatively small amount compared to the vast sums expended on buying arms

every year. None the less, we do not underestimate the difficulties which

face both the United States and the Russian Federation in implementing the

reductions they have agreed.
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(Mr. HQYss, Ireland)

We are particularly concerned about the task facing the Russian

Federation and some other countries of the former Soviet Union in relation to

the dismantling and destruction of huge numbers of nuclear weapons which will

give ris9 to enormous problems relating to the storage and disposal of

fissionable materials. There are important issues here of both nuclear safety

and nuclear non-proliferation which concern us all.

We welcome the assistance which has been provided by Western Governments

as well as the resources being devoted to the task by the G~vernment of the

Russian Fede~ation despite the many other demands on them. The international

communitYI which will benefit from these reductions in nuclear weapons l has a

responsibility to ensure that they are carried out in a safe and secure way.

Above alII there must be assurances that this will be an irreversible process

and that the fissionable materials removed from these weapons can never again

be reassembled to make new auclear weapons.
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(Mr. Hayes. Ire11md)

As members know, my delegation has consistently sponsored draft

resolutions in thia Committee calling for an end to the production of

fissionable materials for weapons pu~poses. At this stage, however, we need

to look beyond the prohibition of new production of fissionable materials and

ask ourselves what the international community can do to control existing

stocks. These stocks are expanding rapidly as a result of the dismantling of

nuclear weapons. We should consider in particular whether there may be a role

for the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in thia area.

That is one way in which we could respond to the first question I posed

at the beginning of my statement, namely how to convert the existing progress

in nuclear-~rm~ control into irreve~sible steps in the process of nuclear

disarmament. But it is not the only way. Nor is it enough.

We must redouble our efforts to reduce and eliminate nuclear weapons and

to end nuclear testing once and fer all. We must look beyond implementing

agreed reductions in nuclear weapons and begin to consider their complete

elimination, not just as ~ vague aspiration but as a realistic and achievable

target.

Last year I advocated as an intermediate target the complete elimination

of all substrategic nuclear weapons. We continue t~ believe that this is a

step which could be taken without compromising the security of any State.

Mudern military doctrine and technology support this·view. The idea of

threatening nuclear annihilation in response to ~ conventional attack has

effecti'l7ely been abandoned. Modern military doctrine rules out the use of

nuclear weapons in all but the most extreme circumstan~es.

Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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(Mr. Hayes. Ireland)

We see every reason, therefore, why those countries which are not yet

ready to give up the strategic nuclear option should be prepared to work

together for the abolition of substrategic nucle~~ weapons, which, together

wi~h chemical and biological weapons, are amongst the most destabilizing of

weapons. We again urge all the nuclear Powers to consider this step.

inextric

partic:ula

position

Another way in which we can make the process of nuclear disarmament non-proli

irreversible is through putting an end to nuclear testing. For many years, in eliminatio

this Committee and elsewhere, my delegation, along with the vast majority ef disregarde

other delegations in this room, has called for the conclusion of a We co

comprehensive test-ban treaty. Up to now, the response of the nuclear Powers nuclear no

has been that nuclear testing is essential to maintain the safety and clearly e

reliability of their nuclear forces. We are therefore most gratified that, in should be «

the last year, three of the nuclear Powers have announced the sqspension of encouraged

their testing programmes. We warmly welcome the actions of the Russian the accessJ

Fede~ation, of France and most recently of the United States, which have taken permanent n

bold and significant steps that respond to the clearly expressed wishes of the greater aut

international community. which are r

importance and we will all need to consider our re:sponse very carefully.

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), this question will assume greater

The central question that must now be asked is whether the perc~ived

advantages of nuclear testing are outweighed by the undoubted negative effects

* Mr.

1995 Confer

in making t

As we

the

non-proliferation regime.

f
extension of the Treaty on

which this practice has on the international

approach the 1995 Conference for review and
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inextricably linked to the qu~stion of nuclearnon~proliferati~nand, in

particular, to the future of the nucl.earnon-proliferationTreaty. Our

position on this issue is clear: nuclear non-proliferation cannot be a

1...$ 77 Ell '?I :
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(Mr. Ha,yes, Ireland)

My delegation,continues to believe that: the issue of nuclear· testing is

'\., :' r,
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non-prolifeLation Treaty does n~t lead us closer to the goat of the complete
elimination ef nuclear we~pons,then it will Ultimately bec~me discredited and
disregarded. It is iiBperative that this sh~uldnot happen. *

We continue to regard the NPT as the cornerstone of the inte'rnational

nuclear non-proliferation re,qime. For this rea,son,we fullysha.re the view
clearly expressed by a great nUJnber of speakers in thisdeba.te that the Treaty
should be extended indefinitely beyond 1995. We have been e:li:treme1j'

encouraged by the growing adherence to the Treaty. We welcome in particular
the accessions of France and China, both of them nucleaJ:' J?owers as well as' ""."
permanent members of the Security C~uncil.Their adherence willri~t'~nlya\i.d
greater authority and prestige to the Treaty but will ensure that all issues -
which are relevant to its future can be exairiinedin'a comprehensive way at the
1995 Conference. We appeal to those who remain outside the Trea.ty to join'1.ls:'
in making the nuclear non-proliferation regime' truly universal.

*Mr.Suh (Republic of Korea), Vice-Chairman~ t.ook the Chair.
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(Mr. Uayes. Ireland)

I also wish to draw attention specifically to what the representative of

the United Kingdom said in the name of the European Community and its member

States on other important non-proliferation issues, including IAEA safeguards

and export controls; I, of course, endorse what he said in that respect.

The second question I posed at the beginning of my sta~ement was: How

can the international community harness the gooa will that has developed in

international security relations to settle regional conflicts?

Obvious current- examples are the conflicts in Yugoslavia and the

situation in Somalia. In addition, the lack of security in both places

prevents the organization of ade~uate and effective humanitarian relief

efforts. In Somalia, this security problem compounds the already difficult

situation created by famine. At its meeting at Birmingham last week, the

European Council called on all the parties involved in Somalia to observe an

immediate cease-fire to allow the rapid distribution of aid, and it called for

the rapid deployment of United Nations troops to the areas where they are

needed.

The progress made in disarmament in recent years is, of course, helpful

in regard to regional conflicts also. Efforts to combat the prolifer~tion of

all forms of weapons of mass destruction have increased. In addition, there

is a new sense of cooperation, if not yet of partnership, in the international

approach to security issues. The role of the United Nations has been

strengthened. In our approach to international security there is, more and

more, a tendency to see military force as ~ measure which can be used

legitimately only on the authority of the Security Council and then only as a

measure of last resort.
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successful conclusion oftheneqotiations onadraftCOnventiononchemiQal

.. .: .rf' '.Weapons of the Conference on, Disarm8l1lent, Ambassador Adolf Ritte'X"von Nagne:r,

Another ezcellent example of this new spirit of cooperation iS~c,the'~~

weapons after years of frustration and 'de~lock~--WG conqratulatEali ..
concerned, but especially ,the Chairman oftheA<lHQcCommi~tee onChemica;L

All these developmtlnts are welcome. Andye:t."ft al;J., Ibe,Heve.. fe191a
certain unease. We are consdous of the parado:ll:: ~at,whilei:he wodd ma~ ,be
a less unsafe place than it was a few,yea.rs~g(),it ,is noi~ece5sar~lyaml)re

whose qreat skills and enerqieswere instrumental in bringing aJx)utthis

peaceful place.

••~__~ .. ~ __ , .•~_~_'_ . ..,..,_._~~_~ ~_--.. -.l.~_;_ -. ~_ .-~--, ......----.,.-~-------~ -- ~---- ~ ... ----
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Regional stability is under thre&t in many parts of the world from a

variety of causes. Global stability is threatened by the continued existence
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(Mr. Hayes, Ireland)
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of large stocks of nuclear weapons and by the dangers of nuclear

proliferation. nespite the existence of the biological and toxic weapons

Convention and the recent conclusion of the chemical weapons Convention, a

siqnificant number of States still appear to be intent on developing chemical

and biological weapons. It is as if some other States have felt the need to

take up the mantle of the arms race which the super-Povers have cast off.

One of the main factors exacerbating so many regional conflicts is the

existence of abnormally and unnecessarily high levels of conventional

weapons. This is a feature of many of the current areas of tension and

conflict. The threat posed by excessive accumulations of conventional weapons

in many regions of the world deserves at least as much attention from the

international community as does the threat posed by the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction. This has been widely recognized, and the United

Nations Register of Conventional Arms is an important step towards tackling

the problem of conventional weapons. As the representative of the United

Kingdom has already made clear on behalf of the European Community and its

member States, we attach considerable importance to this Register, and we hope

that all States will cooperate to make it a success. We should all use this

session of the First Committee to ensure that the Register is an immediate

success when the first returns are made to it next year.

But transparency in arms transfers is not enough. The Irish Government

believes that there is a need for restraint so that excessive numbers of

weapons do not exacerbate or destabilize what might otherwise have remained

peaceful situations.
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We recognize, of course, tbat every State has tbe.right,Wlderthe United.

special restraint in the trnnsfer of· advcs.nced-technologywe.apoD.s flnd in

imports of conventional weapons. It. might includea9'reementtoex!'rcise

undertakings by States· to exercise maderation in their. military expencliture.

stability 0.1' security.

that new and imaginative steps are.called for in this area. He believes ~at

The Minister for Foreign Affairs Qf Ireland has spoken of his. conviction

relation to countries and. arE;.;,;;,::; Of tension. It miqht;.also .. include

interfering with the legitimate rights of Sctates~o provide for. ,thei-r

We would see this code of c,onduct as.buildingon the~t.,psthathflve

already been tCl.kentowards dt->1~lo:[)inq al"f!.sponsible,ancl ~estr~ineqappr:o<;ich.to.

that any country requires for self-defence. At the same time.. none of us has

arms transfers. In June 1991.the Europ~anCommul.i~y.anciits.rnember State$

based. These criteria include: :.:he p'reservationof regional peace, sec'ilr-ity.

adopted a set of common criteria on which their arms export policies are

consider what steps should be taken to reduceov~n:·,..armameXl.twithou.t

it is difficult to define in any objective. or empirical way ~e level of arms

one approach thatmiqht help realize this objective is. ,theac1option of a code

self-defence.

of conduct for conventional arms transfers. Such a COde would call upo~

While the code would noti,nclq,de s;pedfiCllimit-at.i.onson~.,..-r<ms-fe~s-r-·-&~~te~,

would under'take, to ensure ,alii faras;possi1:llethat.,lleithertbeiro~pu,rClhalil~S

nor their trans.fers to other States w.ouldin ~nywa~.rllnd.er1'llin.,iD.tet'nat!OD.al

States vol1W.tarily to exercise particular responsibility in thei~ exports and

difficulty in recognizinq a State that is ()ver-armed. WelShouldthere~~re

Nations Charter, to acquire weapons for self-defence.,

rl·
-Ill'1bI..~.~.I!I!l-._..•~.-:..~.~....•-... .-.--_.~.---_~_.•-...-_~_,:,~_---_.,_.---..'-"'.'.'--•..•---..--.-.'--.- ~__"_:".." ..'f.-H'.." _ ....\ \ IJi.,'l.L
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and stability; respect for human rights in the C011ntry of final destination;

and respect for international obligations. such as United Nations sanctions or

To raturn to the questions I posed at the beginning of my statement. I

for the export of conventional weapons.

Group of 7 countries 'adopted a'set of principles to tackle the dangers posed

We cannot stand still in our efforts to achieve disarmament. However

by excessive holdi~gs of conventional weapons. In October 1991 the five

Organization's Register and demonstrate the cl~se link between transparency

non-pr~liferationagreements. In July 1991 the London economic summit of the

We believe. theref~re. that an international code of conduct could extend

permanent members of the Security Council adopted a set of common guidelines

their commitment to restraint in this field. It would also complement the

of the United Nations. both importers and exporters of arms. to demonstrate

and strengthen these initiatives and give an opportunity to all States Members

and restraint.

progressive the steps that have already been taken. we must continue to look

for new ways to carry forward the existing mome.:.tum.

believe that we can make the process of nuclear disarmament irreversible. that

achieve greater restraint in conventional arms transfers. I have tried to

we can 'find ways to settle regional conflicts peacefully and that we can

suggest some ways in which this could be done. But the collective will and

determination of all of us are needed to make it work. Let us .show during

apply it for the benefit of all our count=i~s and peoples.

. this .. session that we pOSsess that· determination and that we have the will to
'.
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disarmament agreement"

Mr. ERDBNECHULUJJN (Mongolia) I In mYl!ltatemel1t.today~'1vlsh to

"unprecedented, global, comprehensive and" verifiable multilateral

conclusion. I should like to extend our congratulatioD8 once aga!n" toaU, the

delegations for their dedication and UJlremittinqefforts.

Rightly described in paragraph 40f draftresolutionA/C~l;47/L.las an

perseverance that the Conference displayed in reachingthatcsuc:cessful

the draft Convention should be valued for its own merit as a unique legal

document that provides fot th~ elimination of ezistlngstockjl1es and'

prohibits the ptOduction of an,entirecategbryofweapollsof'mass

participating COWltries, and particularly to the Australian, and Ge1'mu

weapons Convention. At the sall\e time, ,mydf3legation notes the hardvorJt and

conclusion of work in the Conference on Disatmalllent on the draftchel1lical

developments and changes in international structures facilitated the

proved several times in this century_ We share the vievthatt'ecentmomentous

chemical weapons, the indiscrimil1ate and deadly effectsof:whichhave been

contribute to, the international community's efforts to out:J.avand eliminate

touch 11!pon the item dealing-with chemical and bacterioloqlcal,weapons.,

Over ,the years Mongolia has consistently supported.. andend.avoured to
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I wish to emphasize here that we also see the Convention a,s yet another

milestone on the road towards a world free from weapons of mass destruction.

Fully im¥lemented and properly verified, the Convention would make a

significant contribution to the strengthening of international peace and

security. It also casts a new and positive light on the ongoing efforts to

create zones free from weapons of mass destruction ~d it furthers the aause

of the non-proliferation of such weapons.

Mongolia hopes that the wealth of experience gained during the years of

negotiations with a view to finding a delicate balance of interests,

especially in the area of verification, will prove to be ~elpful in future

multilateral disarmament negotiations.

Already today the idea of applying, witb the necessary modifications, the

concept of a challenge-inspection regime to an existing disarmament. agreement.

namely the Convention on biological weapons deserves~ in our view, careful

consideration by the international community.

My delegation holds that the successful conclusion of the Convention on

chemical weapons has been instrumental in encouraging Governments to renew

their commitments to the multilateral disarmament efforts. We hope that the

Conference on Disarmament, with its newly increased credibUity anliprestige.

will benefit from this develo¥ment and will make long-sought progress on other

items on its agenda.

In a broader scope. we consider the Convention to be an important

contribution to the emergence of a new and global approach to security and

disarmament issues.

T
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he

er

Mongo!iareaf,firms ~t$ announce(i intention to be amou9' .the rJrj,ginal

signatorie$ of the Convention. and looks forwar(i to participating in the

signing ceremony in Paris eadynextyear.

We also· expect the Preparatory'Gcmmissiollt6~be~":'\t up pursuant t,t>'t:he
."

Convention to begin its work as soon as po~ssible,in order to ensurra the

smooth implementation of the provisions of·th~ Convention, and also to ren~er

necessary assistalllce', to the 'national bodies to beest3blished under the'."

Convention. We fully support the proposal by, Australia for the organi'Zation,

at an early date, of-a meetin90ftheheadsofnational $ecret:adats

responsible for matters· relating,to'theCo;D.ventio.n that. wou~d help to ensure

the uniform implementation' 'f the Convention. and< to register a:o.y .difficulties

experienced in so doing.

As a country that plans todevelopi,ts chemical industry, MongoHa

intends to make, full use of thepi'ovisions of the. Convention i?e~tainingto the

encouragement of economic and technoloqicaldevelopment and eooperationwithiJl

the chemical industry and totbl9promotionoftrade.

We welcome the selection o:f-Xhe Bagueas ~eseat of the future

organizationforJ:he~prohibitionofcheJllical weapons. We regret. that the

of the organization, has not beensettledt.o thesati;;f;aceioll of all $ides.

Nevertheless~ my deleqationti'usts that~the organization will be able to

discharqeits responsibilities effectively. We also hope thi:\tthe

organizatioJl:s secretariat will be eomposed of'qualifiedlllultinational st~ff

and will· pay particularatterition tc)training il1spect()rs and sJ!ecialists fr.-pm

the developing countries"
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Mr. AL-BATTASHI (Cman) (interpretation from Arabic); Allow me at

the outset to extend to Mr. Elaraby of Egypt, on behalf of the delegation of e

the Sultanate of Cman, our sincere congratulations on his election as Chairman m

of this Committee. We are confident that his diplomatic qualifications and r

experience will have a great impact on the work of our Committee.

We are also pleased to express to his predecessor, the Under-Secretary of

State of Poland, our great appreciation for his wise leadership of the

Cornmittee during the last session.

1
i

1

t

s

p

Our heartfelt congratulations also go to the other officers of the e

Cornmittee. h

We have heen deeply saddened by the recent catastrophe that struck Egypt,

and through Mr. Elarahy would like to express to the Government and people of e

the sister Arah Republic of Egypt our heartfelt condolences over this E

the issues of disarmament should be proud of the achievements made at the

led to a reduction in the intensity of confrontation. Indeed. this

confrontation has been replaced by effective cooperation. However, what has

The collapse of the Berlin Wall and the dissolution of the former

We meet this year in an atmosphere of gétente in international

relations.

the total elimination of all forms of weapons of mass destruction, in order to

attain our goal of a peaceful, cooperative and interdependent world.

bilateral and international levels in terms of agreements and instruments that

Soviet Union put an end to East-West confrontation. We who are concerned with

tragedy. Undoubtedly, the fraternal people of Egypt will overcome the current

been achieved does not live up to the high expectations we have in regard to

ordeal t~rough their well-known stamina and patience.
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The chal;t.enges that face the world i~.~e ~J;6a'a~ armaments r ••ai!l., I '3

,~ F::. ,,:t~': f' :', .

enormous and difficult given the stoc:kpi.les of various typa ()f,:~~apol.ls,o~
",;,,·'t~ .. ",,-to..) ;,- ,,7~.-,\ .... '.;.·.<~

mass destruction. For example" the arsenal~of nucle~rw~~p~n~l\ ~d1~~t they

represen1; in~t;~rm~ccof_t~:t:~oz.:.~c!~~aiJ1"1J.pJ,,!~:_.~rEt!§:=r!y~~:~~gge~f'~~g ,

new and Gophisticatedweapons systems un<let variou~p:l!~texts at' ~e..~~i.tre~!,;,~t'

terror that were often used in the pas~.

sugar-coated in order to j~$tify the ac«;(uisition of such "'rf!.~~q~~,by, ~9~~(ngii6

Powen under the pretext of threats to national s~cud~y.... ~sc;l,a~rpe4 l?y:,SQ~~2

countries. Under all circumstances" such pretex~s arecunten~~e,and ~~e ~~fd

has to stand firmly against those...,ho flout t;b.e ,international will.

The Middle East is a case, in point.where thi.s spectreo,f terror

constantly threatens its inhabitant~, and the nuclear weapons 1 in the Middie
.-' ',,: • '. .' _: , _. ~ '. d ... · -"'';;'" . '~

Eas~ will bring nothin9,buthorror,andmassive destruction. ,The,exi$te1?-ce Q~

such weapons is also cause for concern ,becaUSe ,ot,the inst8bi~it:Y and"

ilu!lec::urity 'they. cause in the region.

From this rostrum, ,the S111tan,of ()manapp~a~s.tqth~wqr1dJ:()t!i:ke.an

immediate measures Inoi'der to Pllt an end 'to the .'. ::;toc:ltPilesOf'h~cle~r
.. '"-,,,.' '-, .. -" .... :. : .. : ','" '. ','".'" ..' ...'

weapons.'

-, _..•.. -. _..._-_ ...~-

Therefore, ,thftMiddleEast rEtgion- shou;l~ .be~ome free f~r()lrInucl~ar ,,~apons.
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Thera is no doubt that the United Nations is called upon to play a

pioneering and wider role in this respect.

Whc._ we have said about nuclear weapons holds true for chemical weapons

given their massive destructive power. My country feels that the Draft

Convention on the Prohibition, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical

Weapons and on their Destruction, recently concluded in Geneva, is an

appropriate instrument for the total elimination of chemical weapons.

However, this Convention will be effective only if, and when its provisions

are respected and complied with. Furthermore, the Convention will not have a

meaningful effect on the regional level since many regions are saturated with

nuclear weapons and Eome regional Powers do not allow the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) to inspect their installations. It follows that, the

reluctance on the part of some States to sign and accede to the Convention, in

our view, is quite legitimate given the aforesaid reasons.

We should like to praise the stand by the two super nuclear Powers,

namely the Russian Federation and the United States in terms of their

relations in the area of disarmament. The special agreement to reduce their

arsenals to one-third is indeed heartwarming and we fully support that stand

because it enhances the credibility of the two Powers and demonstrates their

resolve to achieve yet more progress in the area of disarmament.

In this context, we are extremely pleased by the recent declaration on

the part of the United States of a nine-month moratorium on tests. My country

feels that this declaration will give the cause of disarmament new impetus and

will invigorate the effcrt of other States that seek the elimination of

armaments.
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Testing, despite any accompanying clarifications, any accompanying remaia

a primary conc~rn in the area of armaments. If the international community is

indeed se~ious about the elimination of armaments in order to build a free and

interdependent world, it is our view that the international comm~ity.sho.u;Lcl

look in a more serious manner into the testing and research that continue

under various pretexts.

There is no doubt that the persistent development of new weapons mustbe

disappointing to an international community that genuinely seeks disarmament.

Therefore, the solution lies, in our view, in ths complete cessation of those

tests.

My country is fully aware of the technical difficulties and challenges

that hamper the efforts of some States in this area. Confidence-building and

transparency are the cornerstones upon which u~derstanding between the

st'per-Powers is built. We hope that this subject will be accorded more

attention so that the programme for totsl disarmament will go ahead as we had

hoped.

Last year in the Committee, Oman declared its -support in principle of the

idea of setting up a register for the transfer aLd sale of conventional

weapons. At the same time, we stressed the fact that the elements of

universality, non-discrimination and transparency should figure prominently in

that project if the sponsors wanted to secure the greatest support for the

programme. Regrettably, however, my country continues to have some concerns

regarding the conclusions of the study by the eXlert qroup. We shall follow

closely the developments in regard
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Although the question of naval armaments has been the subject of lengthy

discussions, it has been put on the back burner. We view with concern this

type of armament which poses great dangers for the small countries that do not

possess sophisticated naval armaments systems. In this context, we call upon

all States that have highly advanced and great militar~' weapons to take

certain measures in order to reduce the hazards of cO~~lontation and incidents

at sea, especially in the case of nuclear-powered ships and submarines that

roam the seas.

The consequences of such confrontation, if they do take place, could be

extremely dangerous. In this context, we feel that bilateral efforts should

be supported and complamented by world-wide efforts through the Conference on

Disarmament. Peaceful measures should be formulated for non-military marine

activities and guarantees should be given in situations of conflict to coastal

States and. to the ships that belong to neutral States.

The Sultanate of Oman has consistently supported all efforts made in

international forums with a view to making the Indian Ocean a weapon-free

zone. My country has called upon all parties to set aside their differences

and to look into this matter in a more serious fashion given the fact that the

Indian Ocean represents a common heritage of mankind and an international

route through which various civilizations throughout history have benefited

from the exchange between peoples. We once again call upon this international

gathering to support the efforts aimed at ridding the area of weapons of

terror. In this context, the Sultanate of Oman supports the tireless efforts

being made in order to convene the Indian Ocean Conference in Colombo in

1993. We call upon all interested States to support the work of the

prep

flex
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* The Chairman returned to the Chair.
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preparatory committee on the Conference and to show mor~ cooperation an4

flexibility in order to enable the Committee to a~hieve the desired qoa1 of

hope that these parties will respond to the call of reason since the reqion

conveninq the Conference in the interest of all parties. It is our sincere

can no lonqer tolerate more posturinq and manoeuverinq in terms of security

that is part of world security••
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The future auqurs well for the constant efforts being made in the field

reconciliation and the promotion of security and peace.

community in cases where regional and international ~fforts are

complementary. If narrow self-i.nterest policies, unilateralism and the

that are less well armed. Such guarantees should be effective enough to

(Mr. Al-Battashi. Qman)

My country has consistently supported disarmament efforts. However,

weapons-free zones will be doomed to failure. States should recognize that

given some States' attempts to acquire lethal weapons, we feel it to be very

important that, in cases of aggression, quarantees should be given to States

the world today is in the grip of astounding changes and is moving towards

weapons-free zones. The main responsibility for this lies with the States of

redress the balance, even on a limited scale.

any given region, and their efforts should be supported by the international

A/C. 1/47/PV. 17
36

pursuit of hegemony prevail in any region, any effort to establish such

The Sultan~te of Oman fully supports efforts to establish regional

Disar~~ent and international peace and security are complementary, and

in no circumstance can one be addressed without the other. They are

organically interlinked. Thus, any progress in one area will have a positive

impact on the other.

of disarmament. However, we should not be overoptimistic, because the

challenges remain enormous and the setbacks to peace and security in many

regions - as a result of ethnic conflicts and deterioration of the economic

and social conditions of some peoples - are well known. Naturally, any

solution to such problems cannot be effective if there is unwarranted

interference in the internal affairs of some States by others. Given our keen

interest in world security, we feel that regional conflicts should be dealt

with by our world Organization and addressed on the basis of established

I
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dealing with thiS/ issue, and to respect tbeprinc:iplesa,nd

coexistence andqood-neighbo~rlinessthat have dominate?

co-existence. Our recent signature of the border demarcationagreement~Wi-t:h

good-neighbourliness, non-interference in the intern'al. a,ffairsof others~

The Sultanate of oman, given its philosophy anchored in the principles of

Proceeding from itsbli!lief in these objective p"ri:nciples,theSultilna.te

ensures security and cooperation.

for the principles of good-neighbourliness, lion-interveil.Ut>nanddialo9l,te'\

in the correctness of the aforesaid principles. The;realizat:ionofour

aspirations after a peaceful arid interdependentwotlc:'ldepends()nou~

observance of the principles of coexistence and mutual cooperation. Respect

the sisterly Republic of Yemen on 1 October 1992, stemrnedfrol1lo'l1E' deepbel.ief

A/C.1/471PV.17
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mutual interest, and the promotion of dialogue as a means toresolV!nq

disputes, feels that this approach can best achieve lonq-termpeaceful·

guidelines and rules that are acceptable to the parties in ~onfliet; The

world Organization is responsible for ensuring equality and justice Hit

intervenes with a view to settling a dispute.

of Oman was indeed surprised by recent developlilelltsinthe relations b~blee:D.

its two sisterly neighbour States of the United AX'abEmiraJ;;eSand the' Islami.c

Republic of Iran in regard to the disputed iSlands. WedeclaX'eheX'E! t:hat#e

precedent which, in our view, should be immediately andUJ1equivQcally

oppose the principle of annexation of the territory ot others by force, a

addressed by the international community. We also declare tbat.theunited

Arab Emirates ha.sa territorialand·sovereiqn right overthei,sl~ds·ill

. I·· .
question. We appeal to the Islamic Republic of Iran todemonstr'ate prudenc::e

and rationality in

tenets of p~aceful
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relations betweenthe·two friendly peoples so as to avoid tbe immersion of tbe

region anew in the botbeds of conflict that bave long afflicted it.

With every passing day, we recognize the ever greater importance and

vital role of our Organization. It is no secret that. the world Organization

bas been playing a more active role in the resolution of various world

problems. In the 1990s, the Organization bas demonstrated its vital role in

addressing m_y problems. This is a fact that my country recognizes with

gratitude. 1:I0wever, we feel that the tasks entrusted to our.Organization

today bave grown. more noble and serious and that - given the issues faced. by

our world in the areas of the enviroument, economic and social development -

the role of the Organi~ation has become much more difficult.

In the past, the primary mandate of the Organization was in the fields of

the maintenance of peace, disarmament, and certain political issues. All of

us today are called upon to consolidate and enhance the effectiveness of the

world. Organization and togiye it ~very possible support in shouldering its

responsi.l;)iliti.s. We in Oman. are very optimistic about the future role of the

world.Or9ani.atio~ifall coun~ries lend the necessary support. We stand

ready to play our modest role in.this co~text.
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attention to the environment at the international level.

decisively by the internatio,nal commuttity.

bickering thatls most damaging to our civilizedachili!v~me:r1ts.. In the;~~e

vein.. We call upon the intern~tional commUn!tY,to 'faceu~w!th U~1faV'ef~~$

addresses a call from the heart to whom it may 'concern to listeJ1toth~",v.~~~e

of conscience and to desist forthwith from thisreckless'env.i.ronmental ,

The immoral spreading of these toxic wastes" shouldbede,altW'$.,tJ1,
. .. '. _' ' .',' .: . . '. . ': .,-' -, '. ' . . . :"'.' ." ..~ -..:, . -:- i ;, A_

Middle East and the South Pacific.
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from its deeply rooted understanding of the 'issue ,of the en'\f,iropment a,nd; :~ts_

great interest in those issues.. calls for greater andrnuc}i'more comptiihensiye
< ... '. • • c 'i. -,- -,'. " -<.. , '."'_"" ..

One of the major problems that preoccupy us all is, tb.e,~#~t.!Qn

that cause a great dl:.alof harm to theenviro~erit.aJld,toliv..ing specJ.~~,~
, "., _', . -,'- - ., ,;. " ,,- .•.1', "

degradation and pollution of the environment. We aree:!ttrem~l¥-.~~9,er~~{()¥M",

certain uncivilized practices by some States that bury thetozic wast~~.:o~",o. ,:'1' ''''c,

their military industries either unilaterally or,thi~~gh SOllletr~,~~tic~J1~l'

corporations in the territories of other countri,es.,. esp~ciiSiJ.y.in A#r~¥.Jli"·: ~:~,';:l

, ' -

using outer space as an arena for rivalry,conf1i~t~d;thearms .race, wi~

countries that possess greateconqmic andscientlfi;ccapabilitl:e1i to stop

firmness to this pr~l)lem"by formulating effectivelegal~ns~rWileni:s~~t,','

prohibit the bur~a.l oftozic.waste,s in ,the.terJ:itoriesof()th~rs,.

The Cjuestioill of outer space eX{),l~X'ation is .of qtea~ importance to the.",

whole worldandshouldnotb,ethe>prero~at.ive,ofsomt;t d~vel~~~!iC0tuJ.tries. "

Therefore, we appeal inallsinc~ri1:cY to all the tecbnoJ,ogicallyal:1.yanced

all the horrors that that, entails for mankincl as, a" 'Whole.

very high~yany 8cientificachievement by any advaDcedcountry that'coulcl

benefit all mankind. Therefore, wesupportth~proJ?qsa~of freeing outer
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space from the arms race and the exclusive use of outer'space for beneficial

scientific exploration that may enrich humanity's thought and scientfic

knowledge.

The importance of techno10qy in today's world needs no elaboration. Some

countries have made great leaps in terms of technological advancement, while

other States do not have 'the necessary capabilities for making such

achievements, as those capabilities have remained the preserve of the

industrialized countries. There is an urgent need today for the advanced and

developed nations to understand the nature of the appeals by the developing

nations for assistance i~ the area of technoloqy. My country supports the

proposal regarding the transfer of peaceful technoloqy from the developed to

the developing countries if we really wish to ensure the continuance of a

viable and sound partnership between the wealthy North and the poor South in

the interest of both sides.

In conclusion, my country welcomes and supports all efforts in the field

of disarmament. Such efforts will have a positive outcome that will benefit

future qener~tions, which, we hope, will not live even for a moment under the

threat of the weapons of mass destruction. The opportunity afforded the world

today will not be repeated. It is very necessa~y and extremely important that

we avail ourselves of any opportunity, especially in the area of Qisarmament.

If we all work in ~oncert with the full support of people all over the world,

we may rest assured that irreversible disarmament will be achieved in real

earnest. However, we should not give in to overoptimism. In the area of

disarmament, the challenges are many and difficult, and they will not be

resolved effectively overnight. However, with determination, we can obtain

results. The 1990s will certainly be the decade of a qualitative shift in the

area of disarmament. We do hope that in the twenty-first century the

;...
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{Mr, Al-Battashi. Oman)

world will see th~ realization of its aspirations and live in peace, security

and prosperity.

Mr. KPAKPO (Benin) (interpretation from' French): The delegation of

)me Benin takes pleasure in congrat'llatinqyou, Sir, cnyout:' election as ChaJ,rman'

ld

of the First Committee. My delegation is cOn,,'incedthat you will continue to

quideour work with your customarytalent,ackncwledgedby all.

OUI; 1:ongratulations also CJo to'the othercfficer$ of the Committee,

experienced diplomats in· 'Whom Benin places its trust, aswell.slato the

Secretariat team. which deserves' our-- gratitude for its commi1:ll\ent to the cause

of peace.

Constructive changes have been t.aking pla.ce on the L ..ternational scene

since the end of the 19808. Confrontation and global rivalry are being

replaced by understanding, dialogue and international cooperation.

With the end of the cole war, there is a growinqperception of the need

to base uational security policies no longer on the constant build-up of

weapons or on military and strategic superiorit.y, but rather.- on unilateral

measures oc joiJit !!£forts to bring abou't substantial, Dslanceli reductions in

,'Id weapons, to levels compi!ltible wi~ legitimate defence needs alone.

That is why my delegation welcomes. as have delegations l)f other members

of the Non-Aligned Movement, various recent initiatives to mO'!19 on from a

I, ,freeze of armaments to their reduction, control and even their total

elimination. The stockpiling and development of weapons have only increased

the danger of insecurity in the world, and might continue to do so.

In this favourable context, one might note, inte~ alia: theunilateral

initiatives by the two super-Powers witb~~t protrac~ed ne~ot~ations tc reduce

,he their nuclear arsenals; the Lisbon Protocol of 2S May 1992 siqned by the
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United States and the four former Soviet Republics with nuclear weapons in

their territories, which have, moreover, undertaken tn ratify the START

Treaty; the accessinn of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to the Treaty on the

~on-Proliferationof Nuclear Weapons (NPT), while undertaking todestrcy all

their nuclear arsenals covered by the START Treaty by 1999; the various

unilateral moratoriums on nuclear tests; and the accession this year of China

and France, which are also nuclear Powers, to the NPT.

These are favourable initiatives, increasing in number throughout the

world, which are leading the way to denuclearization or to the establishment

of areas free of weapons of mass destruction in different regions, owing to

the individual or collective good will of States which have more weapons than

they strictly need.
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Now that the. C.onference o~ Disarmament has "sueceecied,afterse.~ralYEtaX's
-- ,",' ' ,,' : ,",' .,' ", ' "", " " ',., '--,'.. ','," ,,-' " ',,; '. " .' ' ,",' • ---: .. _~, C', ",',',;' .' ,..~

crises such as aparth~i

In a more general context, we are moving towards theac:l0ptionofs~~cific

Committee establhh~d un4er Security ,counci1r~s.plution~87 (199;1-1, ,whie!,!,.

working for the eliminatipn .C!f weapons ,of ma~s,4e$t~~~tiC?n.. Thu.~.~~ S.pecia,~,

peacemaking activities.

international community took the opportunity to reaffirm~at the~ighes~

political level, its commitment to world peace and dev~lopment. ~e S.~~~~it;.~,

Council has shown that it is now capable of settlinq conflicts, anCl i),s a

At the Security Council Summit ,Meeting on 31 J8nuary.1992 th~ ,

result has brought about an incre,aseinUnitedNati6Jl,S peace-~eepinq anC!.

A/C.1/47/PV.17
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Everywhere we see go04 prospects.,of prog:ress.tow!!r4s.~ep.? ,1;0 .nat+fJna1

formalized the end of the Gulf War. is en9agedin~reventin9,t:be,~ro1ife.ra?9n

of such weapons in the Mi4dle East;..

measurtt-s to increase awareness within the disarJll.ament pr9cess') .. using· the.

quidelines" and. recommendations of the piflarmatnent Ccmllilislil.i,on on "the pro"if;ion

of objectiva infc>rlnation on mgitary. issues anc:i theuniversalan.ci

non-diflc~iminatoryReqister QfConve,ntional ~rmsnowb~iJ).9'prepared at

included.

of neqotiation, in cominq up with a draftCo:q,ventio~on. tl),eeJ.illlination of

chemical,wea,pons, the dele«;iatiop: o,f 8enin wisheS to con9lia,tu1,ate .the

negotiatQJ;'s on theili efforts,. and t.omQ,kla sPf3c::ia1, me:Q.t:,iQn. of the .C~ai~an. of

the Ad ,Hoc Comm,ittee on Chemical Weapons, AmbaS~Clci()rAdQ:Lf,Rittervon.waCJlll15!~

of Germany"lo1l),() served tnfi! Cornmitteewith such, talent and,ciecii,catiQn.
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We all know that elaborating any security measure for all is difficult,

because the legitimate security concerns of all parties are not always the

same, and the differences make it difficult to reconcile all interests. None

the less, the draft Convention on chemical weapons, whi~h will soon be open

far signature, is a sign of hope, and may one day lead to a verifiable

disarmament treaty.

Benin, which has never believed that the use of force in international

relations is a viable solution, does not possess chemical weapons or

facilities to produce them and ~as no intention of developing either. This

belief has led it to become a sponsor of draft resolution A/C.1/47/L.1. Benin

has taken note, with sincere satisfaction, of the draft Convention, which

opens up prospects of international cooperation in the area of the peaceful

chemical industry, and will sign and ratif~ the Convention as soon as the

provisions of its constitution allow.

As a party to the Convention on biological wea~ons, Benin welcomes the

continuation of the work of the Ad Hoc Group of Governmental E:.tperts to

Identify and Examine I~tential Verification Measures for the Biological

Weapons Convention, because the verification measures are likely to strengthen

the Convention by discouraging manufacture. Benin is convinced that, in

addition to exchanges of information on biological research to increase

confidence between the States Parties, it will be possible to add a real

verification regime to this Convention.

Despite these positiv~ aspects and the improvement in the international

political climate, there are both military and non-military threats still

hanging over international peace and security and over common international

values such as democracy. The military threats include the following:
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blocking the flow of trade; drugs; poverty; diseases .. such as AIDS and'

burden.. which is ov!. nelming the least well off.. and protectionism... which is'

The not inconsiderable list of non...milit,uty threats,inCludes demographIc

pres'sure; the international economic crisis ..' ill.cludinq the external debt

malaria; famine; refugees; and environmental damage.

force of arms.

linguistic struggles more violent.. by prom~ting terrorism or by enabling

authoritarian regimes to resiSt democraticdevelopmentsi:n their sociaties by

result of the attachment of some Powers to the outmoded policy of nuclear

with the resultant risks to health and the environment; transfers of

conventional weapons.. which make ethnic.. religious.. social.. cultural and

with both military and peaceful uses; the destruction of chemil;:81 weapons ..

delivery systems - ballistic missiles - and the proliferation of technologies

deterrence; the proliferation of weapons of mass dest~uction and their

the persistent possibility of a deliberate or accidental nucleatwar as a

AlC.1I47/PV.l,7
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With the disappearancCl of East-West antagonisms ~nd' ideological rif·ts ..

the world today is more than ever.. inte:rdependent.. especiapybecauseOf

progress in the area of communications.. which are tending to unify the

planet. In this new global village the challenges onCher()a~ito'sllrviv.a:l are

common to us all .. as we are so eloquently reminded by the conciusi~nsot1:h~'

Rio Earth SWII!IIit. It is therefore important fot us' to promofe securitY-fot ' '
- .', '-....--,-'.;,

all through international cooperation onth~ basis 6fappropriate collective

measures .. such as disarmament; the establishment of a truecollectiv:es~cudty

system based on common standardsalldrules.. inCludi.ng i;h~' peacefu:l. settlement
- .', .

of disputes.. the prevention of conflicts through strengthenilig'
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nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, because of their capacity for

Benin also urges the Conference on Disarmament to continue the current

Organization must continue to give priority to the total elimination of

the security of another. My delegation therefore considers that our

elimination of non-military threats to security.

destruction, even .if launc~ed accidentally. We should begin by stopping their

A/C.1/471PV.l7
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The multilateral nuclear disarmament negotiations have not made progress

(Mr. Kpakpo. Benin)

countries, large and small, especially since the security - defined in a

confidence-building measures such as integration and cooperation; and the

development, manufacture and modernization, and by stopping production of

aggression - is an important element for guaranteeing security for all

self-centred way - of one country can be strengthened only at the expense of

Disarmament - in other words, the elimination of States' pctential for

fissionable materials for weapons purposes.

so far, because the nuclear Powers perceive their security in terms of nuclear

that have taken place in a world that has become interdependent and is

them, thus creating a balance of terror. In the light. of the profound changes

deter~ence, discouraging a potential enemy from using nuclear weapons against

threatened by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, this

attachment to nuclear weapons, which threaten the survival of humankind, now

seems outm~;ed. Benin thereiore recommends to the Conference on Disarmament

that it should do everything possible to overcome the differences over which

nuclear disarmament items to include in the agenda, as reflected in the

Conference's annual report (A/47/27).

better reflect the security concerns of the entire international community, in

in-depth examination of the question of expanding its membership, which must

all its diversity.
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(Mr. Kpakpo, Benin)

A total, comprehensive and verifiable nuclear-weapon-test ban seems

essential if progress is to be made towards nuclear disarmament. The

Conference on Disarmament, which includes all the nuclear Powers, must be able

to work with the Chairman of the Amendment Conference for the 1963 partial

test-ban Treaty to transform it into a Treaty instituting a total, verifiable

ban of all nuclear-weapon tests.

Moreover, given the growing danger of the spread of nuclear weapons, it

is important to strengthen the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons (NPT), whose existence since 1968 has not prevented an increase in the

number of nuclear weapons in the world. Unfortunate1y, the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which has the mandate to carry out verification,

can inspect peaceful nuclear facilities under safeguards agreements only at

the invitation of the States concerned.*

My delegation feels that in the interest of the security of all, when the

NPT - which expires in 1995 - is renewed, the States parties must work to

strengthen its universality while taking into account the recommendations of

the IAEA regarding, inter alia, special inspections of suspect nuclear

installations.

There is a1so a need to control transfers of dual-usé technology. Benin

is in favour of the application of science and technology for socio-economic

improvement and improving methods of verifying or implementing disarmament

agreements, such as those on destroying chernical and nuclear weapons; their

destruction will not cost much, and will yield "peace dividends", at no risk

to health or the environment.

• Mr. Patokallio (Finland), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.
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(Mr. Kpakpo, Benin)

Hunger could disappear from the Earth by the year 2000 if we earmarked

Overarmament - that is, an excessive defence effort - is the sou~~e of

Global disarmament is an especially complex and slow process because we

That is why we must support and encourage the establis~,~nt of areas ,free

budgetary deficits and can weaken the economic capacities of States. l~

~ecurity interests, and therefore regional disarmament is a valuable

contributes to the disruption of the international economy and causes ha~dship

A/C. 1/471PV.17
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purposes - for example, for 556 soldiers compared to 35 doctors per 100,000

people. There is reason tp encourage any reduction in military expenditures,

disadvantaged nations, which, because of their large military expenditures,

for the international community as a whole and in particular for the most

political arena which they had influenced and dominated for almost 30 years.

economy. Reconversion of military installations by integrating them into the

civilian economy must also be kept in mind by everyone. My country intendl£ to

for that goal one fifth of the money now spent in the world for military

live in social and economic insecurity.

continue such reconversion, which it began following the democratic renewal

that brought with it the withdrawal of military people from the national

which certainly would contribute to the recovery of the international

to different geographical regions. States in one region often have the same

must take into account the security concerns of all the parties, whic~ belong

complement to global disarmament. The two approaches can be taken

simultaneously in the promotion of international peace and security.

regard, my delegation reaffirms its commitment to the effective

of weapons of mass destruction in various regions of the world. In, this

f!'j!!:
11.,
"

!!

r
I'
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Disarmament, being a politicalprocessaim~d atreaucingarmaments and
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Within the framework of 'Chis regional disarmament process,-the states in

Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, in Asia and inth.ePaciffc) already

.~........

region.

have stJ:'uctures ~ theoretical but valuable - su.C:has theregio1'1al centres for

their mandate without a stable-finanClalbasis, end the Regional Centre for

African Unity (OAU) since 1964 and WCi,S support<ed by the Genera.1 AssetDblyin

peace, development anddis:armament. These centres are capable of Su.ppo#.1ng

the various initiatives c)f those St~.tes, but they cannot properly cCirry out

Peace and Disarmament in Africa in particular will still have to depend -on

voluntary contdbutions Inord€tr to maintain and develop its~rogrammeof

work. Benin remains equally committed to seeing the South Atllfutic become and

remain a zone of peace, free of -ahnuclearwEtapons-()i"weapoXlsof Dta.ss

involved, which refuse to countenance the dumping of radioactive waste in the

(Mr. Kpak:BQ.e Benin)

denuc1earizationof Africa, which has been called f<>r by the Organization of'

scrupulously to the obligations it has assumed by acceding to the

non-proliferation Treaty and signing the safeguarClsagreement wltbthe

International Atomic Energy Agency, sO that thedenU:cle~rizati.onofAfricacan

contribute effee;tively to strengthening the security of-all the<states

military forces to the lowest_possible level, strengthens l:iecurityamonq

States and tl1ereby contributes to. preserving peaC:~. H~:Wevergsafegu,arding

1974 in its resolution 3261 (XXIX). Benin invites South Africa - which must

pro_ceed without further delay towards amultiracfal-democ:iratidsocietyin

order to regain its proper place in·· the concert of nat!()ns - -to-adhere .-

1

j
j

1
I
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(Mr. Kpakpo. Benin)

peace must also involve implementing a collective security system as provided

for in the United Nations Charter, which not only recommends in relations

between States respect for the rules and principles of international law,

political dialogue and international cooperation, but also envisages

collective recourse to measures not requiring force and to force itself in

order to discourage any aggression or military threat against peace. That is

why the role of the United Nations in the area of peace-keeping and

peacemaking must be strengthened.

In thiB regard, the report of the Secretary-General entitled "An Agenda

for Peace" (A/47/277) is an important document that stimulates increased

reflection by all on the tasks to be carried out in this area, since the

United Nations will not be able to play its role fully unless Me~er States

fully support its activities throughout the world.

My delegation, which supports the General Assembly Declaration on the

Strengthening of International Security, whose implementation is necessary in

this new, post-cold-war context, reaffirms its complete commitment to the

principles governing friendly relations and cooperation between States.

Indeed, desirous of living and developing in peace, Benin is committed to the

policy of good-neighbourliness, joint action and cooperation - a policy ~hich,

in its relations with its immediate neighbours, is reflected in periodic

summit meetings to discuss questions of common interest, and periodic

ministerial meetings to increase the border inhabitants' awareness and thus

create the security conditions needed to carry out the tasks of social and

economic development and to guarantee peace on all sides of our borders.

That was the spirit in which Benin, Ghana, Nigeria and Togo concluded an

aqreement enabling them to prevent any risk of tension, disputes and conflicts

1
,1

J.,
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"disputes from arising between parties, [preventing] existing disputes

when they occur" (A/47/277. para. 20),
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(Mr. Kpakpo. Benin)

It is in this framework of collective preventive measures that we also

';:,"

Is not prevention always better than cure, as the Gulf War showed?

from escalating into conflicts and [limiting] the spread of the latter

recommended by the Security Council Summit Meeting. Indeed, this approach, as

expressed by the Secretary-General in his "Agenda for Peace", has the

but also of preventing flagrant, mass violations of human rights and promoting

advantage not only of preventing

Court of Justice, since political crisis situations leading to overarma~ent

the peaceful settlement of disputes through mediation, good offices and

reconciliation; it also presupposes the maximum use of the full potential of

the United Nations, such as recourse to its jUdicial body, the International

'.

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe; the project for a process of

often involve juridical factors as well.

done to the environment in the region or the risks of the conflict spreading

victim that was liberated~ is in ruins - not to mention the substantial damage

security, stability and cooperation in Africa, which currently is facing

owing to the use of ballistic missiles, among other things". That is why my

delegation believes in the effectiveness of preventive diplomacy, whichwas

enormous problems that are undermining security there and hence throughout the

, ,.... :'

security and cooperation at various levels in th~ world - for example, the

in matters of security.

between them in the West African subregion by strengthening' their cooperation

Indeed, not only was Iraq destroyed after invading Kuwait... but Kuwait, the

find the various initiatives for promoting and strengthening confidence,

"
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particular the worsening of the socio-economic situation in the present

world; and the zone of peace and cooperation in the South Atlantic - which

Benin belongs to - whose objective is to develop more stable re2ations through

This approach should also include the soluti'ln of all security problems,

including overarmament and non-military threats to international security, in

integration and cooperation, by reducing or even eliminating the caus&s of

international security. We have a situation whele merely a drop in or

interdependent world, where negative socio- .,',onomic factors can undermine

levelling out of growth rates could place people into the vicious circle of

tension and crises, with the probable collapse of political and social

refugees.

Therefore we cannot overemphasize the close relationship between

cohesion, leading to civil wars, inter-State conflicts and increased flows of

dilarmament, sf!curity, development and democracy. Without development - which

participation in all sectors of the various processes involved and in the

implies the constant improvement of the peoples' well-being through their full

equitable distribution o~ benefits - there is no disarmament, no security, no

democracy. Indeed, poverty or the absence of hope for the future creates

frustrations that elicit authoritarian and anti~d$mocratic'reactions on the

one hand and rebell~on on the other, thus generating violence everywhere.
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Strengthening international security through preventive diplomacy must

therefore take into account socio-economic development, in particular by

reorganizing international economic relations on a fair and equitable basis

which means generating sustained economic growth for all. That implies an

immediate resumption of the North-South dialogue, with the participation of

countries whose economies are in transition.

The delegation of Benin welcomes the fact that the recent United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro made everyone

aware of the need to establish a true partnership between rich and poor for

development that compromises neither the present generation nor future

generations. That is important for strengthening international security.

In this complex political process, the delegation of Benin invites our

Committee to work to promote understanding among Member States in order to

reduce the gap between their legitimate - though often selfish - perception of

their national interest and the even more legitimate perception of the general

interest of mankind as a whole.

We should also attach all due importance to the work of the Department

for Disarmament Affairs, which should be able to assist us effectively.

Mrs. KABA (Cote d'Ivoire) (interpretation from French): On behalf

of my delegation 1 should like to expresB my warm congratulations to the

chairman on his well deserved election. My congratulations alBo go to the

other officers of the Committee.

The delegation of Cote d'Ivoire also wishes to associate itself with the

expressions of sympathy to his country following the disaster that has
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earthquake, in the face of which man is h~lp1ess, have sown desolation. What

plunged Egypt into mourning.

7==~=~-~-~-~·1~~····!~

57 (M"5. Kab.. CSt. d' .voir.) j
Many natural catastrophes such as thatl

1
of disputes,

happened in Egypt could happen elsewhere, with science and technology unable

to prevene it.

Unfortunately, situations brought about by man because of his thir,st for

power and his j ,..st.incts for aggrt:!ssion and domination ar-a even more numerous

and deadly_ Men have armed themselves with all kinds of weapons - l'ucl ar,

chemical, bi.ologic&l and conventional - 'ieployed on land, on the sea, under

the sea and in the air, ~ot to mention the satellite and radar observation

systems that make those weapons more precise and more destructive.

Considerable resources have been swallowed up in the unbridled arms race,

which some like to justify with the Roman adage, "Si vis pacem, para hel1um":

"If :you desire peace, prepe.re for war". However, when the arms race started

the world had just emerg~j from a terrible world war. It had just adopted a

Charter in which it declared that it would protect future generations from the

scourge of war and maintain international peace and security, while promoting

economic ~nd social progress for all peoples.

As soon as it was adopted, the Charter entered the darkest period of its

history. ~he cold war fuelled overarmament and outbreaks of regional

conflict~ and increased distrust among the peoples of t.he United N~tions. The

abus~ of ~"le right of veto in the Security Council allowed certain conflicts

that could have been contained to become worse. It has been estimated that

there have been well over 150 conflicts in the world since the adoption of the

Charter, witl1 ,i,ore than 20 million deaths. In, 1;,)87 alone 22 wars caused the

deaths of 2.2 million pE!op1e~ 84 per cent ot them- civilians.
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disarmament.

disarmament and arms control. Thus tbeUnited<Nations has ~cstered concer·ted

receded. Thebreakllpof. tht:) communistblocrand the Warsaw Pact has promoted a

In addition, with the end of the coldwar.~tbe spectr&ofnuclearwarh~s

aspirations of the founders of our Orqanizat_.on.

these things give reason for hope that the world will: 1'espolidtothe

to disarmament and theWorldDisarmameJitCampaiq~hasbeensteppedllp. All

multiplied. there have been special sessions'· of the General Assembly devoted

i3ilateral.. reqional and multilateral disarmament agreements have

those international instrWlients.

biological weapons Convention. Cote:d'Ivoix'e ha.s Bigned orratifiedlllost of

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; the 1971 seshed Treaty; and the 1972

One can cite the 1959 Antarctic Treaty, the first to declare a

Nevertheless, theChart9r created mechanisms for the pacific settlement

(Mrs. Kaba, COte a'iyoire)

revival of trust between the two world Powers. DlsarmC!Jllentseemstobea.

nucleaI'-weapon-free zone; the 1967 outer space Treaty; the 19S8Treatyonthe

reality. and one may allow' 1Jneselftoimaqinethebeneficialconsequences·of

disarmament for the economic'sit.\lation ofthedevelopinqco1lntries.

effo:::t.s by Governments. both bilaterallyamdmultilatera1ly·,wb.ichhave led to

the adoption of numerous treatios and con.ven,tionsona.rms limitations and

relations. While thesE!! provisions may not have prevented theoutbrealt of

prohibiting recourse to the threat or the use of force in·international

conflicts, they have formed the legal basis of Un.ited NatioDS '.~ctioD. foz:

the peace, breaches of the pea(~ and acts O'faqgresaion. in Chapter VII;, while

of disputes. in Chapter VI, and pro~lded for action with respect to threats to

-_ •••.I.r.l__I.J•••.---..-----al--~---===:=lI\
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(~abat COte d'Ivoire)

The Final Document of the International Conference on the Relationship

between Disarmament and Development, which took place from 21 August to

11 September 1987 in New York, contains an action programme that is essential

for the developing countries. This programme aims to promote all integrated

appro~ch to diasarmamant~ development and security. It provides for

strengthening ~he role of the United Nations in the interdependent areas of

disarmament and development, and above all in promoting a better understanding

of non-military threats to international security.

The concept of world security is not limited to the question of military

threats and war. It involves other threats to the vital interests of our

planet. Security extends beyond mil~tary matters to politica16 economic and

ecological concerns that could endanger mankind's survival.

The deep economic crisis in many developing countries, which has brought

utter poverty to the lives of so many people, ~ould cause the collapse of

certain societies. The aggravation of the debt crisis, the shortage of

capital and the risk of trade war are dark cle'lds over the world. New

democracies could fall prey to the frustrations of populations who might

reject democratic regimes, preferring a return of dictatorship, which would be

an irreversible step backwards for the promotion of human rights.

The great uncertainty of this rapidly ~hanging world fosters the

resurgence of ethnic and religious conflicts, as has been shown by the crisis

in Yugoslavia. Ecological problems, snch as global warming because of the

greenhouse effect, the thinning of the ozone layer, desertification and rising

sealevels, thz;eaten our sU!'vival. It will certainly not be through

traditional concepts of security based on contaiDment, balance of power,
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* ~he Chairman returned· to the Chair.

Without economic and social development, a State is exposed to social

even regional security if they cause floods of refugees.~

conflicts and political instability, which jeopardize internal security, and

daterrence and hegemonistic stability that we will resolve the problems~osed

by these scourges, which are real threats ~o international peace and secuJ:'J,ty.
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(Mrs. Kaba, Cote d' Ivoire.)

The United Nations system must turn its attention without delay to the

non-mi1itary threats to pea(e posed by economic poverty, social injustice and

oppression. It must imp1ement a global strategy to eliminate these threats,

which are today far more real, more urgent and weightier than the risk of

wor1d-wide military conflagration.

Internationa1 security and regional security are intimately related; they

draw strength from one another. My country encourages a11 measures intended

to strengthen regional conf~dence and security. In 1964 the Organization of

African Unity (OAU) dec1arej the African continent a nuc1ear-weapon-free zone,

and we support a11 initiatives a10ng those 1ines. Defence agreements such as

the non-aggression and defence agreement (ARAD) and that of the Economic

Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in our region of West Africa play an

important role in establishing and maintaining re~iona1 peace.

The peacefu1 settlement of disputes through negotiation, conci1iation,

mediation or recourse to the Internationa1 Court of Justice by regional

countries is essential for the maintenance of peace. Trust is increased by

the strengthening of regionl1 cooperation through increased exchanges, the

establishment of free-trade zones, and the promotion of regional projects for

economic integration and thg environment. Such a c1imate of trust would

promote the reduction of mi1itary expenditures and ease the establishment of a

conf1ict-prevention system, as advocated by the Secretary-General in his

"Agenda for Peace".

My de1egation earnestly hopes that al1 Members of the Organization wil1

support measures to strengthen confidence at the regional leve1 with a view to

promoting cooperation and safeguarding regional security.
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Japan would li,ke to, take
~.':.' ":~}i:":""''-

taken courageous steps towards' general and. complete di\liarliiament.

Mr. HANATANI (Jap~n): Japan has asked to, speak ~n order to

establishment of lasting world peace,

embargoes ~gainst conflict zones.

Organization should dhcouragesuch transfer,s dond make increased use of arms

The CHAIRMAN: I s~all call now OD those representatives who wish to

AlC.l/47/PV.17
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development, regional security and cooperation that we can contribute totbe

better world, a 'World where peace, justice and solidarity will reign, a world

.- ._ ......_.. _-_._---,. -'_._ .._.~'-_. __ .._-, ..-.._-_.

The United Nations is the proper forum for such effort:>tcbring about. a
"".1'

My country congratulates all States.that unilaterally or bilaterally have
~c" "'-,~' ':.' •• '~~." .';';- ';",:,:'

needs development. It is by support;ng efforts towards democratizat~on,

~ations Register c~ arms transfers is vital# for its proper functioning could

shed light on the sources of the weapons that fuel regional conflicts. The
;1 . .' _.~ .1';

(Mrs. !CabA,' COte d'Xvoire)

The world no longer needs to prepare for war i~iorderto create peace; it

free from war and po,verty. Let us work together ,to achieve,those objectives
-" .. '.:"':;

of the United Nations Charter.

speak in exercise of the righ.t of reply. Nay I remind members that the

Committee will, follow the procedure I outlinlildat an ear1ierm~,eting~ tl;.e

first statement in right of reply may notexceedlO minut~s and the se~Q~nmay
:", "." '.' ...... : .... -,.. .-. " , '. . . . '.,. ,," 'c.::::,.- ....:: . '.':. ',",..---'

not exceed fiye minutes; e?ch delegation nay make only two stat~ments in right

of reply.

to thes,tatementmade yestecday.by the representiltiveofN0l'';l1. ,Korea,

he referred to plut()xlium be,ing stored in JapiUl.

opportui1ity to explain clearly its pluto~i,¥:"pro~~amme.•
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(Mr. Hanatani« Japan)
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·--.......

Mr. AL-MIKRI¥(SaudiArabia) (interpretation from Arabic):

First, as a non"nllclear-weapon State, Japan is firmly committed to the
Xreaty on the Non-Prolifsration of Nuclear Weapons (NPX) and has no plans

whatsoever to devell'p nuclear weapons.

Secondly, enriched plutoniwn is an essential part of Japan's efforts to

On the other hand, I cannot but point out that it was not until very

r.birdly, Japam has strictly complied with ~be full-scope safegUards
requirements of the International Atomic EnerqyAqency (IAEA). It has long-

diversify sources for its energy needs and the~"'!lby develop a sound basis for
the livelihood of itB people.

accepted IAEA inspections and confines its nuclear activities strictly to

recently that North Korea indicated its acceptance of IAEA inspeetions.

peaceful purposes under its domestic regulations.

completely such doubts, as soon as possible.

Furthermore, North Kurea has not been receptive to th~ F~oposal made by the
Republic of Korea for a mutual inspections regime between the two countries,
thus missinq the opportUnity to dispel doubts about its nuclea~-development

Japan stronqly uX'qea North Korea to, take the necessary steps to clear

proqramme.

deleqation listened to the statement made this morninq py the representa~_ve

of Iraq, and I wish to lIIate the fo-llowinq remarks in that CGntext.
. . ..-

Xowards the end of his stat:elllentthis lIIorJiing,tllerepresentative of Iraq
said that .those who i:oviteClf'oreigntroops t61:he 1'8qio:o andc:oncluded

agreements with those forces had brought instabi.lity to/the region. He was
referring imj?l1citlyto those who stood on the side, of riqht ; n order to
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(Mr. Al_Kikhim,SaudiANhia)
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region, and the entire:reqion has befbl suffeldnqbecause ~f it to this Yi!ry •
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Those were the circumstances under';hichtroOpSgat:here~;n_the'1.":~9'~on~

Thus, Iraqi aggression was the cause of instabilityandinslitcurityin.1:h$

international legal!ty. Consequently, ,thoseforees. cm-ne ,011 that '.oa,sis,

In principle, I do not disagree ."ith ,the,):'epre,sentatiV'~O-f'Iraq ~~""

friendly and brotherly troop'S' came 'to our regioJl;theFcame~,'iiUi~O'V!~. - - ':' .. ;--'\~(,

daylight, ttl do their dut}'; to restoreriqht under~ legal m~dateissll~n" />;'

from the resol12.tions adopted by theintex-nationi!l pommunity. But tbe ohyious".• ,,' - .,' -.,.,J;._,:. " .•

question iswh() caused that situation? Itwa$th~Ir~qi iJ:!.vasi()n:of ~u.~~~t·"",>

and the immediate threat' to the territory,of the ,Kingdom ofSaud3;Ar~ia tl'1~t j

prompted the internaticna.lcommunity to take a standil\ ,fa:vouro~

to deter aggression and ,to defend their territ;orYI namElilySaualArabia.

libsrate'the State 'of Kutla"it, at1d who used $~ir,re$Ource~tOitafegu~rdp,~~~~~:,• ' ..•. ~ ':" 'If", .'
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against a State Member of theIraq's

The third point I should like to address is the list of what the

r~sponse to the statement made by the representative of the Iraqi reqime this

morning.

military aggression under the quise of Security Council resolution

repelling an unprecedented aggression

My second point was addressed by the representative of Saudi Arabia, but

Mrs. AL-MQLLA (Kuwait): I should like to address three points in

AlC. l/47/PV.17
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First, he stated that his country had been subjected to full-scale

nowadays. His failure to acknowledge 11 other resolutions adopted by the

myopic view not only of history but also of current events~ International

forces, Arab, Muslim and others, were invited by sovereign States to assist in

had deprived the region of stability by inviting in foreign forces and by

for the record I should like to state the following: Iraq alleges that some

signing treaties of alliance with foreign Powers. Again, Iraq demonstrates a

representative of the Iraqi regime claims to be compliance with section C of

to ignorance or arrog~ce, or both. Resolution 678 (1990) did not exist in a

678 (1990). This is an oft-repeated theme that is popular with the Iraqis

vacuum. Military operations under that resolution were the natural result of

United Nations. Iraq actually chose to ignore the fact that not long ago it

was associated with a treaty of friendship and cooperation with a foreign

Iraq's full-scale aggression and occupat.ion of Kuwait.

Security Council since Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 Auqust 1990 can be attributed

Power.

Security Council resolntion 687 (1991). In connection with nuclear weapons,

there are discrepancies between, on the one hand, what the United Nations

Special Commission (UNSCOM) and the I~ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
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(Mrs. Al-Mull~. Kuwait)

have found and, on the other, what the Iraqis claim with respect to certain

items. Iraqi authorities have refused to provide information on sources of

foreign procurement and foreign technological advice. Iraq's clandestine
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seized from the sixth lAEA ins~ection team.

is, the reference to Mr. Zifferero that the Iraqis are very 'fond of quoting.

I should like to address another point relating to nuclear weapons ~tbat

statement to the Assembly on 21 October. Iraq also has not returned documents

Mr. Zifferero had not intended to issue a clean bill of health for Iraq in the

They always quote a particular part - and not others - of a press statement

which was made in Baghdad and to which Iraq refused to publish a correction.

On chemical weapons: informatio~ on the production of chemical a~ents

According to the press release contained in documentIAEA/1226, from Vienna, .'.

nuclear sphere. The press release goes on: "While no new knowledge has come

to light recently, it is still too early to conclude that such will not be the

case."

and weapons as well as information on Iraq's foreign suppliers is still

programme, little is known about its details. On ballistic missiles:' ,the

lacking. On ~~ological weapons: while UNSeOM has uncovered a research

information supplied by Iraq is often meant to iniSlead. For example,

commenting on mrSCOM inspection No. 42, the Chairman of theSpecialCo~ission

said that Iraqi data had proved to be "unsatisfactory and in some areaS

designed to mislead". Another example is UNSCOM inspection No. 36. In this

case, Iraq disposed of parts of assembled guidance comRonents in spite of

assurances to the team that they would remove only the names oftbe

companies. On its general compliance, especially with Security Council
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(Mrs. AI-Mulla, Kuwait)

resolution 715 (1991), Iraq seeks to ensure that implementation of the plan

preceeds on the basis of its interpretation of its obligations rather than on

the basis of Security Council resolutions and the plan adopted by the

Council. In its report of 19 October 1992, the Special Commission states that

it

"remains constrained from going beyond preparat;)ry ,"ork into full-scale

monitoring and verification until it is clear that Iraq will comply with

such monitoring on the Council's, not Iraq's, terms." (S/24661, para. 1~)

Mr. LI (Democratic People's Republic of Korea): The representative

of Japan has just referred to the statement made by my delegation yesterday in

which we expressed concern that Japan - a neighbour of ours - was storing more

plutonium than it needed. Indeed, we have evidence pointing to the

nuclearization of Japan. I shall be pleased to distribute that material upon

request.

The representative of Japan raised the issue of a mutual in~pections

regime between the north and the south of Korea. The First Committee,

however, is not the proper forum for discussion of this matter, which must be

addressed by the parties themselves. In point of fact, the question of a

north-south mutual inspections regime is under discussion at the joint

nuclear-control committee of north and south. If both parties strive with

sincerity the question can, I am sure, be solved. I hope Japan will not

interfere with those efforts.

Mr. HASSAN (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): I do not intend to

engage in polemics for this forum is not the right place for such an

exchange. Also, I did not request the floor to exercise my right of reply to
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incorrect statements against my country, which ,are in line with the massive'
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propaganda camp~iqn mounted by the West against my country for vicious

political reasons that are well known to all.

some previ~us statements made by oth~r delegations. in order to ensure the
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(Mr. Hassan. Irag)

However, may I recall the following:

First, the reasons for instability in our region are the policies of

dependence on foreign Powers and undeclared ~conomic warfare by well-known

regimes in the region.

Secondly, the lady who spoke really surprised me when she referred to

Iraq's non-compliance with the provisions of section C of Security Council

resolution 687 (1991). I thought that she was working as a lawyer on behalf

of the Special Commission and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

Regrettably, she has failed as a lawyer because she spoke of Iraq's

non-compliance at a time when the Chairman of the Special Commission,

Ambassador Ekeus, is engaged in a discussion on the possibility of lifting

sanctions on Iraq's oil e~orts, given the fact that Iraq has implemented the

first and second parts of Security Council resolution 687 (1991). Therefore,

when this lady spoke she expressed a sadistic desire to pe~petuate the

sanctions against the people of Iraq. The people of Iraq will never forget

the position she has taken.

Thirdly, the allegation that Iraq intended to invade Saudi Arabia is one

of history's enormous lies.

The open-handed financing of the propaganda machine will not suppress

facts for ever. There is the saying that you can fool some of the people all

of. the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you cannot fool all

of the people all the time. The tr"~h will be known regarding this great

conspiracy against the people of Iraq and the stability of the region and

everyone will receive his due.
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(Mr. Hassan, Irag)

1he CHAIRMAN: I now call on the representative of Kuwait, who

. .

wishes to speak a second time in exercise of the right of reply.
.. . .

Miss AL-MULLA (Kuwait) (intE:rpretation from Arabic) : It is true I

am not an attorney of the Special Commission or of the Internatina1.Atolllic

Energy Agency (IAEA). I defend only my country, Kuw~it.

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the repre~dntativeofS~udi Arabia~

who also wishes to sp~ak a second time in exercise of the right. of reply.

Mr. AL-MIKHIM (Saudi Arabia) (interpretation ft'om ArabidH I beg

your indulgence, Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fact, I do not wish~o teply.

It is not in the nature of the policy of my country to' e~gage insti:cih'"poiemics

and useless talk, but I find myself compelled to do so concerninq the point. 'of

the representative that he was reluctant to exercise his right of i~piy. I

believe it is a right of all, and nobody requested that. he ~h~uldreft~~n from

exercising his right. Concerning the question of dependence, 'he ss-idtbat.

what happened in the region is the result of dependence on foreigners. I

believe that the members of the Committee are prudent~d discdlllinatlnq

enough to be able to distinguish beis"een <iependence on foreigners and

compliance with internationc resolutions.

My final point is that I do not believe that the massing of the Iraqi

troops on the borders of Saudi Arabia took place in a vacuum. This was the

result of a premeditated plan that was aimed at the sovereignty of the Kingdom.

The CHAIRMAN: I call on the representative of Iraq, who wishes to

speak a second time in exercise of the right of reply.
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Mr. HASSAN (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): I apologize for

asking to speak for a second time. I do not wish to tax the patience of this

forum as the representative of Saudi Arabia did with polemics. We are the

people that are farthest from this method, yet I should like to reaffirm that

we had absolutely no intention of entering Saudi territory. This lie of great

magnitude was used as a cover for the injection of foreign troops into the

region. The objective of the injection of foreign troops was not the

implementation of the resolutions of international legality as is claimed, but

was the destruction of the infrastructures of Iraq and the destructioL of

every aspect of life and civilization in Iraq. This was borne out by facts,

many of which will be made clear in the future.

I should also like to address another point. The lady spoke about a

previous agreement between Iraq and a super-Power. This is a deliberate

attempt to confuse the issue. There used to be a treaty on cooperation and

friendship between Iraq and the Soviet Union, which ;3 totally different from

the actual presence of foreign troops on Arab territories.

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.
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